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Abstract. The main goal of this paper is to describe the integrated approach to
product lifecycle management in the context of enterprise information system
landscape. Product lifecycle management is a part of the common information
area in the enterprise. In this work, the analysis of enterprise interoperability
problems was presented. To classify such problems and solution approaches we
use a framework for enterprise interoperability, described by D. Chen at [1].
The paper suggests reference architecture for product lifecycle management
systems based on multi-agent concept. It promotes understanding of the
interrelationships of different lifecycle stages for acquiring and manipulating
concurrent engineering knowledge.
Keywords: Future product lifecycle management, enterprise interoperability,
intelligent design and manufacturing, multi-agent framework.

1 Introduction
Nowadays the concept of the enterprise interoperability plays a major role in
development of high-technology products. Complex industrial production in
aerospace industry, rapid development of automotive and electronic industries
requires management and collaboration of thousands of different suppliers and
manufacturers. Industry 4.0 concept [2] implies reduction of time, growth of
complexity and values of production and rapid customization of the production lines.
Different enterprise architectures and wide range of business capabilities lead to
increasing of complexity and volumes of data. This extensive development has
limitations associated with computational complexity. For example, change
management and configuration management are performed via workflow
coordination and agreement of several responsible persons distributed over the
workflow (due to their roles in the project). If quantity of versions of the parts
exceeds ten, a lot of work and agreements between several roles arise, as well as a lot
of down time, which, therefore, slows down the main design process. In this research

The paper analyses different types of product lifecycle management approaches
and common enterprise interoperability problems for such systems and suggests
multi-agent reference architecture of such system. Different phases of product
lifecycle require different architectures of the agent and semantic-based protocols for
their negotiation. It provides understanding of the interrelation-ships of different
lifecycle stages for acquiring and manipulating concurrent engineering knowledge
and processes.

2.
Product lifecycle management in the context of enterprise
interoperability
Automation of discrete stages of product lifecycle is being developed since 1970.
This process includes developing programs for automated design (Computer-aided
design, CAD) and manufacturing (Computer-aided manufacturing, CAM), also office
and accountant's programs. With the help of information technologies, evolving since
1980, the new step, a concept of FMS (Flexible manufacturing system), was reached.
In the end of 80-th - beginning of 90-th the concept of PDM (Product Data
Management) and PLM (Product Lifecycle Management) was developed. PDM is the
system that stores data about production process and has an interface with CAD/CAM
systems. Development and integration of these systems leads to arising of PLM
concept [6]. Years ago, PLM concept was understood as an integration of marketing,
design, maintenance and service phases of product development [6]. However, at
present time PLM systems control the overall process of developing and maintenance
of production in the factory including control of innovations, configuration
management and change management processes. In other works, current PLM task is
not only automation of production process, but business concept for effective
approval of the whole lifecycle processes. This concept, based on building an
information model of the product and production process as well as workflow
processes, allows collective design, improving of production processes and simulation
of innovations on each stage. PLM integrates several approaches: PDM concept,
collective design, digital factories. This concept focuses on the industry solutions and
uses several technologies and methods. The main functions of PLM system [7] are:
- Manage CAD and process documents
- Provide an electronic file repository
- Include "attributes" - built-in and custom part and document metadata
- Construct and control bill of material (product structure) records
- Identify materials content for environmental compliance
- Change and workflow management
- Control multi-user secured access ("electronic signature")
- Export data for ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) systems.
The model of the product lifecycle management concept is presented at fig. 1.
Described functions are available on each stage of production process.

Fig. 1. Product Lifecycle Management concept [7]

One of the main functions of a PLM system is data exchange and integration
between other enterprise services like MES (Manufacturing Execution System), ERP,
CRM (Customer Relationship System) [7]. The location and link between these
systems is presented on Fig. 2. Providing interoperability between these products is a
complex task, which can be solved by using similar data models, connectors, etc. We
analyze the interoperability problems appearing in the PLM systems and classify
these problems according to enterprise interoperability framework, described at [1].
2.1 Enterprise interoperability problem space in PLM domain.
There are three main barriers with the interoperability of exchanging information:
Conceptual - syntactic and semantic incompatibility.
Technological - incompatibility of IT architecture and platforms.
Organizational - incompatibility of organization structure and management
techniques implemented in different enterprises.
Several interoperability concepts was presented in the framework:
Interoperability of data - ability to operate together different data models which
can locate on different machines with different operating systems.
Interoperability of services - refers to operate together different applications with
syntactic and semantic differences.
Interoperability of processes - aims to make various processes work together.
Interoperability of business - refers to work in a harmonized way at the levels of
organization and company.
The PLM system works mainly in intra-level of the enterprise and we de ne a
specific problem space within product lifecycle managed domain in the context of
interoperability:
1. Interoperability of data in the PLM domain: Within PLM system, this problem is
solved by using the integrated approach (a common format for all information
models, single database (for example, Windchill PLM architecture [8]). So, there are

Fig. 2. Location of PLM system in the whole enterprise landscape

no problems with data interoperability within a single PLM system. But the problems
appears when we aim for change a PLM vendor or integrate a PLM system in the
whole information landscape (link with ERP, MES, CRM systems). Then there are
syntax and semantic problems. In addition, there are several problems in
technological and organizational interoperability between PLM-systems of several
organizations: different information models and attributes of these models leads to
mismatches in product definition (product structure).
2. Interoperability of services in the PLM domain: There is also a problem with
integration between PLM and other systems. Also, interoperability of services
becomes a di cult task when we integrate organizations in single virtual enterprise
with different systems and vendors of systems. As an example: integration with PLM
services based on SOA with accounting system with strict architecture.
3. Interoperability of processes in PLM domain: There are organizational barriers
in the enterprise structure and conceptual interoperability with other systems and
PLM solutions. Process description models in several PLM systems are different only
if the product is same.
Our approach to problem of building reference architecture of the PLM system is
based on the multi-agent concept of lifecycle stages. This reference architecture can
be a good foundation both for building informational landscape of the single
enterprise and for building virtual enterprise architecture. Loose coupling, unified

interfaces and protocols in agent systems' architecture allows build a good reliability
solution for linking enterprise system parts.

3. Multi-agent PLM concept
One of the most appropriate technologies for developing large complex distributed
systems is multi-agent concept. One of the benefits of multi-agent systems is their
decentralization and simplicity of development of the agents. Also synergetic effect of
such systems can be achieved. Agents, responsible for small simple parts of the
system with negotiation with each other, can keep system status and achieve complex
objectives together. Several common characteristics of the multi-agent systems
(MAS) are:
•
No explicit external control - system must be independent of external control
unit
•
Global order from local interactions - ability to achieve global order through
local interactions
•
Distributed control - in such systems control is distributed throughout the
whole system. No central decision node is presented
•
Robustness - self-organized systems are robust. System should thrive on
randomness and fluctuations
•
Adaptivity - self-organization is dynamic process. The system needs to be
dynamic and reconfigurable
•
Non-linearity - no direct relation between the fluctuations of the environment
and system behavior [9].
Also one of the key trends in manufacturing is the ability of machines and devices
to be self-organized, to communicate independently with each other and to provide
agile and adaptive design and manufacturing environment.
Multi-agent systems allow to distance from the strict workflow process among the
development and production processes. In proposed MAS, the first physical and
second syntactic levels are well standardized by Foundation for Intelligent Physical
Agents (FIPA [10]), but communication between agents in such systems builds based
on semantic meaning of the message. To understand received block of information
agent could parse this message at semantic level, the symbols must be understood in
the same way. So, to communicate different agents with each other we use ontology
describing approach. Building ontology depends on concrete specific of the enterprise
and must be shared or explicitly expressed and accessible to be able to decode the
information. FIPA standards includes Ontology Service Specification, which
describes usage of ontologies.
According to ISO 14258 [11] there are three basic ways to relate entities together:
1.
Common format - used in presented PLM architectures.
2.
Unified format - at present time used in integration processes between other
information systems
3.
Federated format - no predefined common format - used in proposed
approach within MAS.
The key tasks for building robust distributed multi-agent PLM environment are:

•
Build general reference architecture of multi-agent system. Each stage of
PLM-concept environment has different functions and attributes. Each stage of PLMconcept environment has its own agent architecture.
•
Develop communication protocols between agents in similar layers and MAS
with different types of agents (Horizontal and vertical integration).
•
Define a data model for each stage for further integration and exchange.
•
Define problems of negotiation on similar lifecycle layers and develop
semantic negotiation technics based on domain ontologies for agents for conflict
resolution.
A general several-layer architecture of multi-agent system with Design (DA),
Manufacturing (MA), Support (SA) and Control/Change agents is presented at fig. 3.
3.1 MAS of Design phase
Concept of product as MAS was presented by [5, 12]. System of Design agents
(DA) models the Design phase of product lifecycle management and represents the
overall design view of the assembly (fig. 4). Each DA represents simple part of the
product. Each DA has a set of states presented by technological con-versions. Present
complex assembly of parts (parts of the large high-technology systems) consists of
thousands simplest decomposed parts that have their own set of versions, alternates
and other attributes. Every part interact with others to provide the whole assembly
functionality. The utility function of the agent through negotiation process is
complexity of the part. The cooperative utility function of the agent is complexity of
the product STCproduct
Every design agent is responsible for a simple finite part of assembly. This means
that we can describe assembly as MAS. In this system, negotiation of DA represents
mismatch detection in the assembly part and minimization of utility function. Every
change request to this system changes the whole multi-agent equipment and leads to
negotiation procedure.
In design process the part characterized by the set of elements:
Part ={Ei | i = 1,2, …, p}

(1)

Each element Ei can be one of the several class of elements of ez ϵ Ez and
has the set of parameters
P ={Pi | i = 1,2, …, p}

(2)

At this, set parameters can be one of the part's class parameters (for example,
length of the surface) and concrete object parameters.
We de ne Complexity characteristics of the part (Structural technological
complexity):
STCp = f(E, Rp ,Km )

(3)

Fig. 3. Multi-agent Product Lifecycle System

So, Complexity characteristic of assembly is:
STCa = f(S, STCp , R, P, TC)

(4)

where S - set of assemblies, STCp - set of parts, R - set of relations between
structural parts, P - set of parameters, TC - set of technological conversions:
STCproduct = Σi=1STCa + Σj=1STCp

(5)

MAS of Design agents has a strong link to MAS of manufacturing. It represents
vertical integration of the product lifecycle stages and performs feedback between
manufacturing and design layers

Fig. 4. Design agent's overview

3.2 MAS of Manufacturing phase
One of the main task in the manufacturing phase of production process is control and
scheduling tasks in shop floor. The production Manufacturing Execution Systems
(MES) provide mechanisms to control the manufacturing shop floor in real time.
These functions in modern PLM systems are performed by the MES-module
(preparing and control processing). Integration between MES and PLM means that
data values from PDM are transferred into MES [13] and, based on this data, MES
builds a schedule of the processing. The meaning of processing part is decomposition
of the whole manufacturing process on several simple sub-processes [14]. The single
agent in this phase models the simplest process from the decomposition. The
sequence of the processes makes the technological process of the part.
At the task's entry on the shop or the task agent finds in the systems' database the
relevant manufacturing process. The process interoperability is pro-vided by
independence of process model language stored in the database. Agent can works
with ARIS diagrams, BPMN models and other concepts with multi-level
decomposition (fig. 5). Ontology-based approach provides semantic of the messages.
While this manufacturing process is specified with entry parameters of the part
(information from design agent) and manufacturing capabilities. The relevant
manufacturing agent (fig. 5) presents each manufacturing operation. After finding the
corresponding set of the manufacturing agents, each of them performs its own

function. Each agent is responsible for finding the resources, sequence of processing
and operations. The negotiation process in this system is specified in [14].
Each manufacturing process (set of MA) has a link to the design agent (Each DA is
responsible for the simple part). Therefore, several MA linked with one DA form the
vertical integration of this system. In addition, from another side, single
manufacturing process can be described as MAS subsystem. This subsystem is the
part of the whole Manufacturing MAS.

Fig. 5. Manufacturing agent's function overview

3.3 MAS of the Maintenance phase
In the maintenance phase, we have physical instance of the product. The main task
of product lifecycle management in this phase is making a closest link between
physical state of the product and its informational model [15]. Part of the multi-agent
system responsible for the maintenance phase consists of the set of agents that
represent information model of the product. Each maintenance agent has a one-to-one
link to the DA and can store statistic and history data about product's functionality,
maintenance, repair and other.
Every type of agents described below is under control of the Control/Change agent.
Control/Change agent controlled the whole assembly part (one-to-one link) and is
responsible for the changes and overall production process.

4 Evaluation and implementation of the system
Based on the below model the part of integrated MAS system was presented. MAS
design agents subsystem is implemented as a module to PLM system Windchill (PTC
company) [8]. Java-based application is based on Spring and JSP-technologies.
System consists of several modules including agent platform, link to product
information model, user interface and standard information module. MAS module is
centralized and consists of several agents such as shaft model. The negotiation
process between the agents starts manually and finds the overall configuration of the
assembly with minimal constructional-technological complexity (fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Hardware-software architecture of the system

Among the variety of MAS designs, we choose FIPA standards, which describe the
overall architecture of the MAS and agent's ways of interactions. The reference
architecture of the design agent includes several layers. The first layer is
communication module. The second layer is run-time module, which performs the
transformation of product module part. The third level is control that performs the
transformation of overall product module.
The manufacturing agent's layer is presented by hardware-software subsystem. In
our subsystem, the universal circuit board can be embedded in any device, controlled
by a UNIX class operating system, which contains an agent platform. This multiagent architecture will support FIPA standards.
Agent communication is simulated at higher abstraction level than traditional data
communication. Messages between processing devices, based on speech act theory
(ACL-FIPA language) are transmitted across the network. Each module is capable of
responding to a message from other agents by means of LEDs, connecting to other
modules via IP network.

4.1 Position of MAS in the framework
Proposed architecture contributes to remote several barriers according to [1]. The
main benefits are eliminating conceptual barriers concerning data (due to single
database usage), processes (due to usage the unified ACL language for agent
communication and negotiation agents’ protocol) and services. The position of the
proposed multi-agent architecture is described on fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Position of the MAS in the framework [1]

5 Conclusion
In this research, we describe the integrated methodology for building an enterprise
architecture in the product lifecycle management domain. Applying this architecture
allows eliminating conceptual and technological barriers [16], due to use of standard
semantic and architecture technologies. In addition, this approach bases on the multiagent concept and provides the class of intelligent systems that helps to perform the
full management of engineering production lifecycle and exchange data between
several enterprises. Semantic approach to communication between agents allows
increase interoperability and communication both between enter-prizes as between
information parts within enterprise. In the further work, we are going to present
negotiation protocol between several multi-agent systems to extend this framework on
virtual enterprise.
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